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INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that D is a bounded domain in R’” with smooth houndary and that 
d denotes the Laplacian operator on Q. Also, suppose that f -7 (f&f : R+n’ --+Rm 
is continuous withf(B) == 8 an consider the autonomous parabolic system d 
~/at Ui ‘-= d, Aui -i- fi(Ul ,..., u,), 
u,(O, X) = xi(x) 3 0 and r+(t, y) = 0, for t > 0, XC Q, y c 82 and i := l,..., m. 
0) 
Under the additional assumption that f is quasimonotone, we study the stability 
(and instability) of the trivial solution to (1) as well as the cxistcncc and stability 
of nontrivial (positive) equilibrium solutions. The assumption that f is quasi- 
monotone (which is automatically satisfied when m = 1) implies that the solu- 
tion to (1) “preserves inequalities” and is crucial to our analysis. Therefore, 
basic principles of cones and partial order in Banach spaces play an important 
role in our techniques, and the reader is referred to the survey article of Amann 
[l] for a discussion of these ideas. 
The contents of this paper are divided into six sections. The first section 
introduces notations and basic assumptions and also indicates the fundamental 
properties of nonnegative solutiuns to the system (1). The main theorems 
.regarding the behavior of solutions to (1) are stated in the second section, and 
basic results for linear systems are established in Section 3. Certain maximum 
principles for nonnegative solutions are proved in Section 4 and the proofs of 
the theorems stated in Section 2 are given in Section 5. A few examples illustrat- 
ing our techniques are indicated in the final section. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper n and HZ denote positive integers, D denotes a bounded 
domain in Rn with smooth boundary, and 4 denotes the Laplacian operator on 
Q. Let 1 . 1 denote the maximum norm on the m-dimensional real space Rm 
and let R,” denote the positive orthant in R” : R+‘m = (4 = (&)y E R” : Ei >, 0 
for i = l,..., 8~). For each f, 7 E R” write [ >, q only in case t - q E R,” 
(i.e., Ei > vi for i = l,..., 1%). Also, suppose p E (in, co) and denote by 8P 
(== cYp(Q; R”)) h B t e anach space of measurable functions 4 = (&I>;” : 9 -+R” 
such that 
For each measurable $ : Sz + R” let II+ jJm = ess sup(J $(x)1 : I E sZ> and denote 
by $Px (= JP(Q; R”)) the space of all measurable C$ : .Q -+ R” such that 
j/ 4 (locI < 03. In this paper we consider JP as a subset of 6pP and let Y+P denote 
the cone of all members of P’p that are (componentwise) nonnegative almost 
everywhere in 52: .S?+* = (4 ES@: (b(x) 3 8, a.e. x EC?}. Also, P+m = 
5P n Z+“. If 6, #E 2~ we write + 3 # only in the case 4 - $ E 2,~ (i.e., 
4(x) > 4(x) for almost all .v E Q). 
Denote by 5@+ the class of all diagonal m x m matrices D = diag(d, ,..., d,) 
such that di > 0 for i = l,..., nz, and for each D = diag(d, ,..., d,) E g+ define 
the linear operator DA on $Pa by 
D A+ = (4 4+i)Y, for all $ = (&.)y E D(A), 
where (1.1) 
D(A) E {+ E S? 4 has two derivatives in 5?p and vanishes on 2!}. 
Also, suppose that f = (fi);” is a continuous function from R” into Rm and 
define the substitution operator F on 5Zp by 
where 
v-Y1w = fWN> for x E Q and C$ E D(F), 
D(F) = (4 E 2’? x +-f(+(x)) is in gp}. 
(1.2) 
Note that D(F) 1 =P and that F is continuous on (4 E ..Y? 11 C# /(= < R) for each 
R > 0. We consider the following semilinear initial value problem in the Banach 
space 8”: 
u’(t) = D Au(t) + Fu(t), t > 0, u(0) = x E P+m, (1.3) 
where D E 9.+ , DA is defined by (l.l), and F is defined by (1.2). A continuous 
function u = (q)m: [0, u) - =%‘* is said to be a solution to (1.3) on [O, 0) if 
u(0) = x, u is continuously differential on (0, u), u(t) E D(A), and satisfies (1.3) 
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for all t E (0, aj. If 11: [O, U) ---f L?D is a solution to (1.3) then 21, considered as a 
function of (t, X) E [O, U) x Q (i.e., u(t, X) = [u(t)](x)), is called an diap solution 
to Eq. (I). A n i c y 1 assical solution to (1) is also an 2~ solution to (1) and iff is also 
of class C?, then Ln solutions are in fact classical solutions. In our considerations, 
smoothness of solutions is not a factor, so we study the behavior of solutions to 
(1.3) as opposed to classical solutions to (1). 
Throughout this paper it is assumed that the function f == (fi)T: R’” - R” 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(fl) S(0) = B andf is H”ld o er continuous on each bounded subset of R+“‘. 
(f2j For each 1’ > 0 there is a continuous increasing function A,: [0, co) --+- 
[O, co) such that Ji K,(s)-l Lzs = fco and [f(E) -f(v)/ < k,.(j 5 - ~1) for all 
5, 9 E R,“l with I t 1, / r) I < r. 
(f3) IfjE(l,..., m} and t, PER,“” with .$ 2 17 and Ei = 7j , thenfj(tj > 
fi(?7). 
It follows from the techniques in [S, Proposition 4.6, p. 4121, for example, that 
(1.3) has a local “mild solution” u having values in JZW for each D E C8’+ and 
x E 5+. The Holder continuity off then implies that this “mild solution” is in 
fact a solution to (1.3) (see, e.g., Pazy (10). Standard techniques using the Osgood- 
type condition (f2) may be used to show that solutions to (1.3) are unique. A 
function f satisfying (f3) is said to be quasimonotone on R+” (see Volkmann 
[16] for an extension of this concept to general normed linear spaces). Using this 
assumption along with the fact that f(0) = 0 one can show that if x E y7+ict 
then the solution u to (1.3) has values in .LZ’+“. Moreover, from the results and 
techniques in [9] ( see also t13; 16; 17; 8, pp. 366-3731) we see that if x, # E Z’+.” 
with x > $ and if u is the solution to (1.3) and z, is the solution to (1.3) with x 
replaced by Z/J, then u(t) 3 v(t) so long as they both exist. The preceding dis- 
cussions and references indicate that if for each D E g+LiD is the translation 
operator along solutions to (1.3) with nonnegative initial values: 
U&x = %,x@), for all x E LC+” and t E [O, G&, (14 
where u D,x is the noncontinuable solution to (1.3) on [0, oDJ, then U, possesses 
the following properties: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that (f l)-(f3) lzokl, D E 2?+ , aud c’, is dejimd by (1.4). 
Then 
(i) U,(t)0 = 0 for all t >, 0 and U,(t)x ES?+~ fw all x E DEDix md 
t E m %x). 
(ii) U,(O x = x and U,(t + s)x = Uo(t) U,(s)x for all x E TTrn mnd 
t, s >, 0 such that t $- s E [0, cr&. 
(iii) 1j x E LY+% and oD,X < CD, then lim supt+oD,r jl U,(t)x j/3o = co. 
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(iv) If x, $ E $P+” with x > #, therz a,,, 3 (s~,~ and Uo(t)x > U,(t)+ 
for all t E [O, CT&). 
(4 4-f lx% is a sequence in L?+m such that sup{(J x” Ijm: k > l} < co and 
11 x” - x0 11 + 0 as k -+ co, then u = inf{a,,,k : k > 01 > 0 and if 0 < U’ < 
a” < U, then 11 Uo(t) xL - Uo(t) x0 1j2, -+ 0 as k + co unz.$mu’y for t E [0, CT”], and 
II U&) xk - U&) x0 IL -+ 0 as k + co un;formly for t E [u’, u”]. 
(vi) For each E, p > 0 thm exist a S(E, p) > 0 such that if x E .9+~ with 
II x IL < a(~, P), then Q,~ > P and II u&)x IL ,< c-for all t E D PI. 
The properties of 7J, listed in Lemma 1 are used frequently in our arguments 
and sometimes without comment. 
Kamke [6] establishes differential inequalities for systems of ordinary differen- 
tial equations whose right-hand side is quasimonotone (see, e.g., Coppel 
[2, pp. 27-351). Results of this type also carry over to nonlinear parabolic systems. 
Concerning lower solutions to (1.3) we have 
LEMIVLA 2. Suppose that (fl)-(f3) hold, D E 9+ , 7J, is de$ned by (1.4), and 
Q is a continuously dz~e~~ztiable function from [O, U) into D(A) such that t -+ 
DAQ(t) is continuous, Q(t) 3 8, and 
Q’(t) < DAQ(t) + FQ(t), for all t E (0, u). 
If x E L?+~ and x > Q(O), then Uo(t)x > Q(t) for all t E [O, u) n [0, ~o,~). 
Of course, a similar assertion is valid for upper solutions to (1.3). However, 
we need a slightly more general result (note that the function Q(t) in Lemma 2 
has values in D(A), and hence [Q(t)](y) = 0 for y E Z?). Therefore, for each 
D = diag(d, ,..., d,,,) ~g+ let DA, be the following estension of DA: 
DA& = (dJ$i)F 3 for all 4 = (&)T 6 D(A,), 
where (l-5) 
D(A,) = {$ E S’: 4 has two derivatives in S’ and 4 3 0 on a.Q} 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that (fl)-(f3) hold, D E C9+ , U, is de$ned by (1.4), DA, 
is dejined by (1.5), and that P is a continuously dzferentiable function from [0, u) 
into D(A,) such that t + DA,P(t) is continuous, P(t) 3 0, and 
P’(t) > D&J’(t) + FP(t), for all t 6 [0, c). 
If x E L?+” and x ,( P(O), then (T~,~ , > u and U,(t)x < P(t) for all t E [0, u). 
The assertions in Lemmas 2 and 3 follow from Proposition 5.2 in [9]. Lemmas 
2 and 3 (and hence assumption (f3) that f is quasimonotone) play crucial roles 
in our results and techniques. The following two results are immediate conse- 
quences of Lemmas 2 and 3. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that (fl)-(f3) hold, D ES+ , and there is a 4 E D(A) 
such that $ > 0 and 
DA$+F+>.. 
If x E P,= with x 3 $, then UD(t)x > 4 for all t E [0, G*,~). Bloreovm, the map 
t -+ UD(t)$ is nondecreasilzg from [0, U& into the partially ordered space 3,” 
and if 
4W = @ E D(A): + > + and DA(#) I-FIG = 01, 
then N+(+) is nonempty if and only if uD,* = cc a& there is a x G LT+- such that 
U=(t)+ < x for all t > 0. Still fkrther, if -Y;(4) is nonempty: then there is a 
$- E N+(4) such that $- < zj for all Q!J E AC+(&) and 
I&&ion of Proof. Taking Q(t) = 4 for all t > 0 in Lemma 2 shows that 
UD(t)x > # whenever x > $- Now suppose that t, h 3 0 and t + h E [0, co,,). 
Since U,(h)+ >, 4 by the first part of this proposition, it follows that 
by (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 1. Thus t ---f U,(t)+ is nondecreasing. If #J E X+($); 
then U,(t)+ < U,(t)t,h = z,4 and hence u~,~ = CO and the order bounded, 
nondecreasing family {U,(t)+: t > 0) converges in 2~ as t -+ co by dominated 
convergence. Moreover, if $- = ZEp2, - lim,-, UD(t)$, then 
U,(s) qL = ‘,1+% U,(s) U(t)+ = kz U,(s + t)+ = qL 
for all s 2 0, so $- E D(A) and DA+- + F+- = 0. Since Uo(t)+ < $J for ali 
t > 0 and $ E M+(4), *t ’ 1 is immediate that +- is the minimum member of X+($)~ 
Conversely, if there is a # E Z+m such that Uo(t)$ < I/J for all f > 0, it follows 
precisely as before that #- = B - lim,,, U&t)+ exists and is the minimal 
element of X+(4). whe fact that U,(t)+ converges umformly to +- on Q follows 
from Dini’s theorem, and the proof of this proposition is complete. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that (fl)<f3) hold, D EL@+ , DA, is de$ned try 
(1.5), and there is a + E D(A,) such that + > fi and 
If x E Lz?+m with x < r#, then U& = 00 axd U,(t)x < #for all t > 0. Moreover, 
the map t 3 U,(t)+ is nonincreasing on [O, a) and there is a $+ E D(A) such that 
$+ > 0 and 
‘,;2 II u&W - ++ l/m = 0. 
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Still further, if 
The proof of this proposition is omitted since it is directly analogous to the 
preceding one (set P(t) = 4 and apply Lemma 3 as opposed to Lemma 2). 
Lemmas 2 and 3 can also be applied directly to obtain stability results for 
Eq. (1.3). As an example, consider the nz-dimensional system of ordinary 
differential equations 
4(t) = f(%W~ z,(O) = E, where 5 E R+“” and t > 0. (1.6) 
We have the following consequence of Lemma 3: 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that for each E > 0 thme is a S(E) > 0 such that if 
,$ E R+“” with 1 f / < S(E) azd z, is the solution to (1.6), then z, is defined on [0, m) 
and I @>I < f c OY all t 3 0. If D ES+ and x E L?+” with 11 x Ilrn < S(e), then 
OD,x = co and 11 Lr,(t)x ~~00 < E f OY all t > 0. If, in addition, 1 q(t)[ + 0 as 
t + co whenever / f 1 < a(~), then lim,,, 11 U,(t)x ll;D = 0. 
Proof. Suppose x E Y+- with jj x jlrn < 8(c) and select 8 ER+~& such that 
I 4 I < S(c)andx(x) < ff or all x E Q. If [P(t)](x) = z&t) for all (t, x) E [0, co) x.0, 
then 
P’(t) = z;(t) = f (+(t)) = DA,P(t) + F(P(t)) 
and we have from Lemma 3 that [Uh(t)x](x) < zt(t) for all (t, x) E [0, 00) xQ, 
and the assertions of Proposition 3 are immediate. 
Remark 1.1. While our results are based mainly on indirect usages of 
Lemmas 2 and 3, it is the case that the construction of upper and lower solutions 
to (1.3) can be directly applied in many situations to obtain both stability and 
instability criteria for the trivial solution to (1.3). In this connection, we point out 
that Lemmas 2 and 3 remain valid if some of the diffusion coefficients di are zero. 
In this case the operator DA (where D = diag(d, ,..., d,,,J with i 3 0) is defined 
by 
PA)4 = (4 4&J:, for all $ E D(DA), 
where 
D(DA) z (4 E 5? +i E .J?J’(Q; R) if di = 0, and & has two deriva- 
tives in LP and vanishes on 8.Q if di > O}. 
In this case Lemmas 2 and 3 still follow from the techniques in [9]. (Note that 
the C, semigroup generated by DA leaves Y+” (and g+P) invariant and the 
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local existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.3) follow from the Osgood 
condition (f2) onf.) 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we state our main theorems. The proofs of these results are given 
in the succeeding sections. Recalling that A denotes the Laplacian operator on 
52, we let h, be the first eigenvalue for the boundary value problem A@ + X@ = 0 
on Q and CD = 0 on aQ. From [7, p. 2591 it follows that X, > 0 and there is a 
corresponding eigenfunction CD, such that @I > 0 on 9. NIoreover, from 
[12, p. 1701 we also have that V@,(y) . q < 0 for each y E 88 and outward 
normal vector T to B at y (V denotes the gradient operator). Hence we have the 
following: 
A$ -r h,cDl = 0, x, > 0, @I > 0 on Q, @r := 0 on a.Q, 
and (2.1) 
V@,(J9 . ?1 < 0, for y E aQ and 77 the outward normal to 9 at y. 
We continue to use the notation introduced in Section 1. Moreover, if xz 
4 E 5’ with x < +, then 
Mso, if x, $ E 8” with x < +, then 
Throughout this section it is assumed that (fl)-(f3) are satisfied, that DA is 
defined by (l.l), F is defined by (1.2), and U, is defined by (1.4). Also, for 
each DE%?+, 
Z+(D) = {$ E D(a): 4 > 0 and D&/J - F+ L= S>, 
and 
Z:(D) = (# E .3”,(D): + + O>, 
z:*(D) = (4 E T”,(D): 4<(x) > 0 for all x E Q and i = l,...? 11~). 
Since F6’ = B by (fl) we always have 8 E %+(I)): and. hence Z~(D) is the set of 
nontrivial equilibrium solutions to (1.3) and 5$*(D) is the set of strictly positive 
equilibrium solutions to (1.3). 
If A = (n,,yF is an nz x m matrix over R, then A is said to be quasimonotone 
if the map .$ + At is quasimonotone on W. One may easily check that A = 
(a,,)‘;” . 1s quasimonotone only in the case ajj >, 0 for i +j (that is, A is quasi- 
monotone if and only if ----A is a Z-matrix-see, e.g., Plemmons [ll]). For 
505/30/3-8 
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each wz x m matrix A let u(A) d enote the eigenvalues of a. Also, for each 
5 E R” define 
d(5; R+?lz) = min{j f - q J : 7 E R+?j. 
Our first result deals with the case when ‘f(t) is subordinate to a linear map for 
large values of [ E Rp.” 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there is a real, quasimonotone m x m matrix A = 
(aii)y such that Re h < Ofo~ all h E o(A) and 
1 8 I-ld(& -f(f); R=l) --j 0 as I E J + 03, E E R,“. (2.2) 
Then there is v > 0 such that fop each D E 9+ the critical point set S?‘+(D) has a 
maximum member @- (i.e., $+ E S+(D) and + < $+ for all +E S?‘+(D)) and 
I/$+ llm < v. l%foreoveY, uD,x = co and 
Ei d&U&)x; [4 d-9 = 0, for all x E Z+m. (2.3) 
Izz particular, ifx E 9+” and x > $+, then /I U,(t)x - $+ /jm + 0 as t + a. 
Note that if (2.2) holds, then S+(D) is bounded above by a maximum member 
++, and the subset [6, $+I is a global attractor for solutions to (1.3) with non- 
negative initial value. We have been unable to determine when the set T+(D) 
itself is a global attractor (i.e., when [8, ++I can be replaced by 9+(D) in (2.3)). 
One should observe, however, if (2.2) holds and one knows a priori that 6 is 
the only nonnegative critical point of (1.3), then the trivial solution to (1.3) 
is globally asymptotically stable. Our next result deals with the local asymptotic 
stability of the trivial solution and requires that “f(f) is subordinate to a linear 
map for small values of f E R+“.” 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there is a real, quasimonotone m x m nzatrix 
A = (aij)p such that 
I~i-~d(_~~--(~);R+~z)-tO as \tI-O, ~ER+~. 
Let A, be as in (2.1) and Zet 
(2.4) 
S?+(k) = {D E S@+: Re h -=c 0 for all h E ~(-4 - AID)). 
Then 9&P) is nonempty and for each D E 9+(k) the trivial solution to (1.3) is 
locally asymptotically stable in Y+” for the rwrm (/ . /jm (i.e., for each E > 0 there is a 
8(e) > 0 such that ;fx E 9?+” zuith (1 x Jim < S(E), then co,* = 00, 11 Uo(t)x Ilv) ,( E 
for all t 2 0, and lim,,, II UD(t)x IL, = 0). 
One should not that if A and f satisfy (2.4), then the trivial solution is always 
asymptotically stable if D E S’+ has sufficiently large diagonal components (this 
is not the case for general f satisfying (fl)-(f3)-see Example 6.1 in $6). It should 
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also be noted that if 9,(k) is as in Theorem 2 and D” = diag(@,...? dz) E 
QJA-), then D = diag(dr ,..., d,,,) E 9+(k) for all D E g+ with D > D* 
(i.e. d, >, dz for i = l,..., m). This assertion follows from the basic theory- of 
M-matrices (see, e.g., the expository article of Plemmons [llj), In particular, 
the trivial solution to (3.1) is asymptotically stable for all D E 9, if (2.4) holds 
and Re h < 0 for all h E ~(-2). 
We now consider situations implpin g the instability of the trivial solution 
to (1.3) and, in particular, the existence of nontrivial, nonnegative equilibriilm 
solutions. For this analysis it is assumed that “there is a linear map that is 
subordinate to -f(e) for small values of [ E RL~~.” However, the details of these 
techniques depend on fundamental properties based on the concepts of 
reducible and irreducible matrices. 
Let e, ,..., e,,, denote the natural basis for R”&: eiT = ([,fi)y where Ekk = 1 
and ei” = 0 for i f k. A subspace lr of R” is said to be a coordimrfe s&pace 
if there is a nonempty subset Z of { 1,. . . , m> such that (ej : j E Z> is a basis for I-. 
For each nonempty subset 2 of (l,..., m) we let I,> denote the coordinate stib- 
space having {ej : jE E} as a basis. An m X m matrix 3 = (afj).y is called 
reducible if there is a proper coordinate subspace T,‘ZI of R”l such that Ii, is 
invariant for A. If ;4 is not reducible, then /I is said to be irreducible. The reader 
should consult, for example, Gantmacher [3, pp. 50-101 for basic properties 
of reducible and irreducible matrices. Our basic result concerning the instalbilitv 
of the trivial solution to (1.3) is given by the following: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose thut thee is a real quasimonotone m :K m n1atri.y A --__ 
(a,&: such that 
Suppose farther that A, is as in (2.1) that Re X > 0 for some h E c(J), and that 
Gz’,(L4+) sz (D E 23& : Re h > 0 for some h E a(A - h,D)). 
Then 9&I+) is nonempty and for each D E g&(/f+) there is an cs > 0 alzd a 
subset I’ of (I,..., m] such that if x = (xi)y E 9+” with xi not identical@ zero for 
each i E r, thex either 0 D,x < c4 or lim suptern ii U,(t)x iirn > 01 (in pa&&w, 
the trivial solution to (1.3) is unstable). Jf, in addition, A is irreducible and 0 E 
9+(A+), thelz there is an ol > 0 such that either ~o,~ < cc or lim sup,-, ;/ U,(t)x iI= 
>:+xK~NXE~+~,X+~. 
For our final results we consider conditions guaranteeing the existence of 
nontrivia critical points for (1.3) as well as certain stability properties of non- 
nontrivial equilibrium solutions. For this study we record the following condi- 
tions and notations for convenience of reference: 
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(Cl) There is a real, quasimonotone m x m matrix B = (6,)r such that 
Re h < 0 for all X E o(B) and 
( 5 I--] d(Bf --f(E); R,“) + 0 as I 5 I + a, ~ER+~. 
(C2) There is a real, quasimonotone m x m matrix -4 = (aij);l” such that 
Re X > 0 for some h E u(4) and 
/ 4 j-1 d(f(() - A.$; R,“) ---f 0 as / 5 j -+ 0, [ ER~“~. 
As in Theorem 3. 
9&z+) = {D E9+ : Re X > 0 for some h E a(,4 - h,D)). 
Observe first that if D Ed+ and $+ is the maximum member of B+(D) 
guaranteed by Theorem 1, then $+ is certainly not identically zero since the 
trivial solution is unstable by Theorem 3. Thus if D ~G8+(4+), then S:(D) is 
nonempty and has a maximum member 4 +. However, C+ may not be in Z:*(D) 
and B:(D) may not have a minimum member. Our results become sharper 
when the matrix A in (C2) is irreducible: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that (Cl) and (C2) hold, that A is irreducible, that 
D Ed+, and that q5+(= Co+) is the maximum member of Z+(D) guaranteed 
by Theorem 1. Then $J+ # 8, 3:(D) = 3:*(D)! and there is a minimum member 
$-( = +D-) of s;*(D). Moreoaer, 
lim,,, d&U,(t); [+, 4+1) = 0 
Our next result considers the behavior of the strictly positive critical point set 
Z:*(D) relative to the diffusion coefficients D Ed+. We have already 
from Theorem 1 that 8+(D) is uniformly bounded in 9+” for D EL@+. We 
consider S?+. as a metric space with convergence being equivalent to component- 
wise convergence. If DI, E 9+ for k = 0, 1, 2,..., then we write D, + D, as 
k -+ ux if each diagonal component of D, converges to the corresponding 
diagonal component of D, as k ---f CO. One should note that 9+(A+) is an open 
subset of 9+ . 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (Cl) and (C2) hold and that A is irreducible. Then 
the map D -+ Z&“:*(D) is upper semicontinuous from L@+(A+) into the subsets of 
&?+m : that is, ;f D, Ed+ for k == 0, l,... and D, -+ D,, as k + “o, then for 
each E > 0 theFe is a K, > 1 such that d,(+; ZE’z*(D,)) < E for all 4 E bz*(D,) 
with k > K, . 
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Note that if the suppositions of Theorem 5 are satisfied and Z:*(D) has 
* precisely one member, say $o, for each D E g+(A+), then the map D -j. $$ is 
continuous from 9+(A+) into -Ep,“. Note also that in this case $g is an attractor 
for all nontrivial solutions to (1.3). Our concern in the next result is to indicate 
when one can determine the behavior of S??(D) as the member D of 9+(+4+) 
converges to the boundary of 9+(,4+) in St. For notational conveniencet 
define 
Observe that if 
Si?+(iz-) = {D EB+ : Re X < 0 for all h E a(4 - AIDj), 
then B3, = S@+(k) u 9+(A”) u g+(A+) and the three sets 9+(4-j, B+(~-ls), 
and a+(&) are mutually disjoint. Our hypotheses in the next theorem include 
the supposition that if -4 is as in (C2), thenf(5) < ,!I,$ for all E E R+*. Thus from 
(C2) we see that there is an c(t) E R+Tri such that / 5 i--l I <([)I --j 0 as j E j + 0, 
[ER+m and -4E - ~(0 <f(e) < At for all 5‘ ER”“. Therefore, -Fe see that 
Itl-11f(5)-A51-0 as I~l-Oo,~~R+*~. 
In this case A is called the right derivative off at 0 and 4 is denoted by&(b), 
Also,if~,r]ER’nwith5~rl,thenwewriteE>11ifgZ71and5~,if~-- 
is in the interior of R+‘“. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that (Cl) h&s, that A =fl(@ exists, that A is pea& 
monotone and irreducible, that ReX > 0 for some X E o(A), and that f(t) < A,$ 
for all f > 0. If ~&lo) and SB+(A-) are as in the preceilillg paragraph, then 
b,(D) = (6) for all D Ed+ u S++(A-). &Ioreoaery ;f {DLjT is a sequence in, 
53+(A+) SUJZ that D, -+ DO as k -+ CO zuhere D, E 3+(/P), then I/ +&, /irn -+ 0 as 
k -+ CO, zuhwe $z, is the maximum member of Z’:*(D&. 
Our final result gives conditions off that insures T:*(D) has a unique member 
for each D EL?Z?+(-4+). A main condition on f is near to that of being strictly 
sublinear (see [l, p. 6931): 
(C3) Tf(%) < f(TE) for all T E (0, 1) and 5 > 6. 
The following condition is also used: 
(C4) For each R > 0 there is an m x m quasimonotone and irreducible 
matrix C, such that f(e) -f(7) >, C’,(S - 17) for all E > 17 >, 6 with ! [ i: 
lrll <R. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that (Cl), (C3), and ((24) are satisjied, that A = fi(@J 
exists, that A is quasimonotone and irreducible, and that ReX > 0 for some h E D(A). 
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Then for each D ECB,.(A+) there is a +,,+ E P’+” sucla that S:*(D) = 2:(D) = 
{&+}. Mooreovey, zY$~+ = 0 for all D E B+(AO) u 9+(A-), then b+(D) = {$D+) 
for all D E 9+(A”) v g+(A-) and the map D + #D-+ is continuous from 2+ into 
212?~~. Still further, 
fop all D ES?+ and x E Lc’+” with x # 8. 
Remark 2.1. If f is contimtously differentiable on R,““, then one may place 
conditions on the m x m Jacobian matricesy(t) in order to determine if (C4) is 
satisfied. So assume f is C1 and let au(t) = (a/&)fi(t) for each [ ER+~. 
Thenf’(f) = (a&)>r. Iff’(5) is irreducible for each E E R,? and f +-f’(E) is 
nonincreasing (i.e., E > 7 3 e implies aij(Q > afj(q) for all i, j = l,..., m), 
then (C4) is satisfied. Let R > 0 and let 5 E R+‘” be such that if [ E RQ~;“” and 
1 5 / < R, then E < 5. Then (C4) holds with C, =f’(<). To see that this is so, 
suppose 0 < rl < 5 and I 6 I, I T I ,< R. Since f’(tS + (1 - th(t? - d B 
f’(l)(E - 7) for each t E [0, 11, we have 
f(t) -f (4 = ~‘/‘(rE + (1 - tMS - 4 dt 
2 ,:f WE - 7) dt = Cd4 - 77). s 
If it is assumed that f ‘(Q is irreducible for all 5 E R+” and also that for each i, 
j E (l,...? m} with i # j, we have that either ai? = 0 for all 5 E R+“’ or aif( 0 > 0 
for all [ER+~, then (C4) is satisfied with C, = (Q(R))?, where cij(R) = 
min(aij(t): ,$a 0, 1 4 j < R). Clearly, if i #j, then c&R) = 0 only in the case 
a&) = 0 for all E E R+m, so C, is irreducible. Sincef’(Q > C,l for all f E R+” 
with 1 < j < R, it is immediate that (C4) holds. 
3. THE LINEAR CASE 
In this section we investigate a few basic properties of quasimonotone real 
m x m matrices and the behavior of solutions to weakly coupled linear parabolic 
systems. Throughout this section it is assumed that A = (aijR is a real, quasi- 
monotone m x m matrix (i.e., aii > 0 for i fj). The reader is referred to 
Plemmons [ll] for further properties of quasimonotone matrices. Here, R*” 
and R+” are as in Section 1 and if 5, v E R” with t > 7 and [ # 7, we write 
t > 7. Also, if r - 7 is in the interior of R+“, we write 5 > 7 (i.e., ti > Q for 
all i = l,..., m). Of course, etA denotes the exponential of the matrix tA: 
etA E z0 tkAk/k!, for all t E R. 
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It is well known that A is quasimonotone only in case etA is nonnegative for 
all t >, 0. In particular, since we have assumed that A is quasimonotone, 
&A: R.+nx -+ R+?c, for all t > 0. (3.1) 
Now suppose that 5 E RqTn and (ui(t))y = et46 for t 2 0. Then z+(t) > 0 for allj 
and, since aij 3 0 for i # j, 
u;(t) - aiiui(t) = C a&t) >, 0, 
jti 
for t >, 0. 
Hence zll(t) > zli(t,,) exp(ni,(t - t,,)) for t 3 t, > O! and i-t follows that if 
ai > 0, then u*(t) > 0 for all t >, t, . Since t---f 7+(t) is analytic on (0, oo), 
the zeros of ZQ must be isolated and we have the following: 
Suppose that E E R+‘“, (UC(t));” I etAt for all t > 0, and 
k E (I,..., m>. Then either +(t) = 0 for t > 0 or z+(t) > 0 for all 
t > 0. (3.2) 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that the quasimnotone matrix A is also irredzlcible. The?l 
etA[ > 0 for all E E R+” and t > 0. 
Proof. Let 5 E R+“” and let (q(t)) = etA[ for t > 0, Set r := (i: q(t) > 0 
for all t > O] (see (3.2)) and suppose for contradiction that r + {l,..., rn>. Eow 
let 17 E VT and find a number dl > 0 such that -MeA[ < 7 < MeAt. From 
(3.1) it follows that 
and 
et”7 3 etA(--MeAt) = -lVle(i-tl)A$ 
for all t >, 0. Thus e*“q E V, for all t 2 0 and 17 E VP ; so V, is invariant for 
etA for % > 0 and hence for A. But d is irreducible so Vr = R” and we have a 
contradiction to the assumption that r f (l,..., PII>. Thus e*Ae > 6 for all 
5 > B and t > 0. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that p = max{ReX: h E a(A)}. Then TV E o(A) and there is 
a nolzxero E ER+,~ such that A[ = &. Moreover. 
(i) if p < 0, then there is an 7 > B such that AT < 8, and 
(ii) if 4 is irreducible, then there is a E > 0 swh that At = ,LL[ (and hence 
A[ > 0 ifp > 0). 
Indication of Proof. Since A - PI is quasimonotone, etQ-ui): R+-” --j Ri.7’i 
and the spectral radius of etcA-ul) is 1 f or all t > 0. Hence, for each t > 0 there 
is a 8, E R+“, tt # 0, such that et(a-@l)ft = tt (see [3, p. 661). In particular, if 
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E > 0 is small enough to guarantee that every nonconstant periodic solution 
to the linear system U’ = Au has a period larger than E, then .& must be a critical 
point for this system. Hence, setting 4 = & we see that f > 6 and A.$ = ,&. 
Then ,LL E ~(a) and p has a corresponding nonnegative eigenvector f. Since 
5 = ettA--pz)f = etAe-utt for all t > 0, we see that ,$ = e-“&f. If A is irreducible, 
eAE > 0 by Lemma 4 and we have that (ii) is true. The fact that (i) holds is due 
to Fan (see [ll]), and the proof indication of this lemma is complete. 
Our purpose now is to study the behavior of solutions to (1.3) when the mapf 
is replaced by the linear map A. To distinguish this case define the map G on 
9 by 
FW) = 4@9> for all zc E Q and 4 = (&)y E 9’. (3.3) 
If D ~9+ we consider the (weakly coupled) linear parabolic system 
v’(t) = DAv(t) + Gv(t), for t > 0, v(O) = x E 9+“. (3.4) 
Since (3.4) is a special case of (1.3), the existence and behavior results for solu- 
tions to (1.3) apply also to (3.4). Therefore, define the translation operator 
TD to (3.4) by 
T&)x = +a&), for all x E Z+ffi and t 3 0, 
where +h,, is the noncontinuable solution to (3.4). (35) 
Since (3.4) is the restriction to the cone 9+m of a linear system, it follows that 
T, satisfies 
T&&x + P9) = aTdt)x + BTdtN for all a, /3 > 0, x, # E 9+” 
as well as each of the properties of Un listed in Lemma 1. 
The solutions to (3.4) are now connected to the solutions of a system of linear 
ordinary differential equations. Let hi and CD, be defined by (2.1) and for each 
D E 9+ consider the linear system 
w;(t) = -G’w&) + Aw,(t), for t > 0, w,(O) = 4 E R+m. 
Suppose that 7 = (qi)y ER~I. Since d@i = --h,@, , we have 
(3.6) 
and hence [DAw&t) @i](x) = -hl(Dwc(t)) $(x) for all t > 0, x E B, and 
[ E R+‘“. Since 
WJtw,(t) %1(x) = [--h@+(t) + aeu,(t>l Q%(x) 
= --h,Dw,(t) q(x) + Aw,(t) (PI(X) 
= PA4t) @$I(4 + F+(t) @J(4, 
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it follows that 
if [ ER,“’ and X(X) = &D,(X) for all x E Q, then 
E~dQxl(4 = %W %W for all (t, k+) E [0, co) X Q. (3.7j 
If D = diag(d, ,..., d,) E 9+, x E A?+“, and v = (vii? is defined on 
lo, w) x Q by v( , x) = I~&&4 th en v(t, X) > B and 2r is a classical 
solution to the weakly coupled system 
C/atzli(t, X) = di Avi(t, X) + $J aijvj(t, E), t>o,x:Ei2, 
i=l 
(3.8) 
Z$(O, ix) = x&c) and v&y) = 0, y E aJ2, i = I,*.., m. 
Since A = (a$ is quasimonotone, the following strong maximum principle is 
valid (see Protter and Weinberger [12, p. 1901). 
LEbrnu 6. Suppose that x = (xi)? E d%I,” a?zd that v = (q>;I” is the soh&z 
to (3.8) on (0, a) x Q. 
(i) If k E {l,..., m} and (to , x,,) E (0, co) x C? is szcch that vk(t, , x0) = 0, 
the72 v,(t, x) E Ofor all (t, x) fz [0, t,] X 52. 
(ii) If k E(l,..., m} and v,(t, x) > 0 for all (t, x) E (0, a) x -Q, then 
wv> %(4 Yj -=c 0 f or all (t, y) E (0, rx) x 352, where 2/& is any directional 
derivative pointing outward from Q. 
Observe that part (i) of Lemma 6 implies that if x = (xi)? E 9+” and xi is not 
identically zero for every i E (l,..., HZ>, then the solution ‘I to (3.8) has values in 
the interior of R+“” on (0, m) x D (i.e., v(t, X) > B for all (t, X) E (0, co) x Gj. 
However, if it is only assumed that xi is not identically zero for some i G {l,.~., n4., 
then one may conclude only that z+(t, X) > 0 for all i in a (perhaps proper) 
subset of Cl,..., nz). For example, if xk(x) 3 0 and ski = 0 for all j + k, then 
vk(t, X) E 0, independent of the values of xr for i + k. One can, however, 
improve these estimates by considering invariant coordinate subspaces for the 
matrix A. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that x = (xl);’ E 9’+“, x + 8, that r = (i: xi is not 
identically zero), and that rC XC{l,..., rnj is such that s/, is the minimum 
coordinate subspace of R”’ that contains Vr and is invariant for A. If v = (vi)7 is 
the solution to (3.8), then vi(t, X) > 0 for all (t, X) E (0, co) x B and i E 2, 
and vi(t, X) E 0 for all (t, X) E (0, 03) x 52 and i E (l,..., fn) - L: 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that A is irreducible, that x E d%;“, x + 8, and v is the 
solution to (3.8). Then v(t, X) > 8 for a11 (t, X) E (0, ‘;o) x !Z2. 
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Observe first that if r is a nonempty subset of (I,..., m>, then there does exist 
a minimum coordinate subspace V,r ofR” that is invariant for A and contains V, 
(for if S, = (Z’ C (l,..., m}: Z’3 I’and rTz, is invariant for ,4), then{l,..., n?} E Sr 
and .Z = fi (Z’: Z’ E Sr)). In particular, if A is irreducible, then the minimum 
coordinate subspace V,r in Proposition 4 must be RI”, and we see that Corollary 1 
is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4. For the proof of Proposition 4, 
we first establish two preliminary lemmas. 
L~nmw 7. Suppose that @, Y: D-+ R are continuously dzflerentiable on a, 
tlaat CD = Y = 0 ori S?, that CD’, Y > 0 on J2, and that VY( y) # B for ally E 82. 
Then theTe is a number E > 0 such that E@(X) < Y(x) for all x ~0. 
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that there is a sequence {ek)T in (0, co) 
such that l k. + Oj- and +@ - Y reaches a positive maximum at zk E Q. 
Relabeling if necessary we may assume that xk -+ y as k ---f co. Since Y > 0 on 
Q and Ed@ + 0 uniformly on!?, it is clear thaty E aQ. However, V(+@--- Y)(x,) = 
0, and hence .skV@(x,) = VY(x,J for all k > 1. Letting k + 00, it follows that 
VY(y) = 8, contradicting the assumption that VY(y) is nonzero for y E a52. 
Thus such an E > 0 must exist and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that r is a nonempty subset of (l,... , m> and V, is the 
minimum coordinate subspace of R” that is invariant for A and contains V,. 
If .$ = (fi)y E R+7n .with & > 0 f or i E r and & = 0 for i $ I’, and if (u,(t));” G 
efAf for all t > 0, then 
2 = {iE{l,..., m}: Qt) > 0 for all t > O}. 
Indication of Proof. Let r, 7/, , f, and (ui)y be as indicated and set Z’ = 
(i: u,(t) > 0 for all t > 0} (Z’ is well defined by (3.2)). Since e E Vx and V, is 
invariant for A, then V, is invariant for etA for all t > 0, and it is immediate that 
r C 2’ C 2: If k E Z - Z’ then uk(t) 3 0 and it must be the case that 
u;(t) - a,&.(t) = 1 a,juj(t) = 0, 
Zi#k 
for all t 3 0, K E Z - Z’. 
Thus akj = 0 for all j E 2’ and k E Z - Z’ and from this one concludes that if 
7 = (Q);” E V, , then &k nkillj = 0 for all k E S - Z’. Therefore, if (vi(t))? = 
etAq, then v(t) E pz and q:(t) = 0 for all k E 2 - 2’ awd t > 0. However, this 
implies that V,, is invariant for eM for all t > 0, and hence V,, is invariant for A. 
But VT C V,, C Vz so we must have that V,, = V, since V, is minimum. Thus 
Z’ = .Z and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Let 6 > 0. Since xi is not identically zero on A2 for 
each i E I’, we have from part (i) of Lemma 6 that vi(t, x) > 0 for all (t, EC) E 
(0, 03) x J2 and i E r. Hence V,a,(S, y) f 0 for all y E asZ and i E r by part (ii) 
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of Lemma 6. From Lemma 7 there is an E > 0 such that E@$(x) < o&5, x) for 
a11 .T EI>T and i E p, SO if f = (fi);” is the member of R+Qi” with fi = E for i E IT’ 
and lt = 0 for i # T, we have that t@, < ~(8, . ). Using the properties of T, 
listed in Lemma 1 (with U, replaced by T,) it follows that 
Since TD(t)(&DI) = w&t) @I by (3.7), we have that $2~ + t, xj > rut(t) @r(x) for 
all x E 52 and t 2 0. Noting that the invariance of a coordinare subspace for A is 
independent of the diagonal components of A we have that Vz is also the mini- 
mum coordinate subspace of Rm that contains Vr and is invariant for A - :\,I?. 
Since 2ug(tj = exp(t(A - h,D))[, we have from Lemma 8 that for each t > 8 
the ith component of z+(t) is positive for i E 2. Since @I > 0 on 52, we imme- 
diately have that V@ + t, x) > 0 for all (t, x) E (0, co) x Q and i F 2, Since 
this argument holds for each 8 > 0, it follows that tii(t, x) > 0 for all (t9 x) 6 
(0, CXI> x 9 and i E 2. The fact that v,(t, x) = 0 for i E {I,..., nl} - ,P ia 
immediate from the invariance of V, under A, and the proof of Proposition 4 is 
complete. 
COROLLXXY 2. suppose that p. = max(ReX: h E o(A - AID)> and b3~ Lan~na 5 
let ( E I%+“’ be such that 6 # 0 and Ae - h,Df = p..$. Let 1” = {i: ti > 0) and iet 
r be any nanempty subset of (I,.. ., m) such that (f VA r is the mi7zimaZ coordinate 
subspace of Rm that contains Vr and is invariant fog A, then 23 r’. If x = 
(x&F E P+‘“’ and ,yi is zot identically zero fey each i E T’, thm lim inf,,, j/ T,(t)x 11, 
e-u’ > 0. 
Proq[ Let (q(t, . ))i” = T,(t)x f or ail f > 0 and let 8 > 0. Since a,(& .v) > h 
for x E G’ and i E Z by Proposition 4, since V,a,[G, 31) f B for 31 E X2 and i E 2 
by (ii) of Lemma 6, and since 21 r’ by hypothesis, it is easy to see using 
Lemma 6 that there is an E > 0 such that e@,(x) < (VI@, x)p for all 3 E fi 
Therefore. 
for all t > 0, where .wTt is the solution to (3.6) with 4 replaced by &. Sine 
A(E() - A@(&) = p(cf), we have that m,,(t) = &fit for all t > 0 and th 
assertion of the corollary follow. 
Remark 3.1. Note in particular that if p = max(Reh: h E +I - AID)) and m 
is irreducible, then lim inf,,, 11 T,(t)x jlrn e-ut > 0 for ah x E 2+” with x # 1 
This foIJows directly from Corollary 2 since r/, is always R” in this case. 
In the proof of Proposition 4 the solutions to the ordinary linear system (3~ 
were used to obtain lower estimates for components for solutions to the parabol 
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linear system (3.5). Of course, (3.6) can also be used to obtain upper estimates 
for components of solutions to (3.8). A basic result is given by the following: 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that 6 > 0. The?z there is a TU&J~V p = p(8) > 0 
such that if 5 = (&);” is tJze member of R+rfi ~itla l( = p for all i = l,..., m, then 
TD@ + t>x d II x llm 44 3 
JOY all t > 0 and x E 9+“. 
P~ooj. Define if, = {$.JF E 9+m by &(x) = 1 on Q for each i = l,..., m, and 
let (V.&F?, . ))y = T,(S)+. Th en z@, * ) is of class Cl on 8 and by Lemma 7 
there is a number p > 0 such that v,(& X) < pQI(x) for all x ED and i = I,..., m. 
Hence if ti = p for all i = l,..., m and 5 = (ti)y, then T,(S)# < E@+ . Since 
x ,< II x IL 4 for aI1 x E %“, we have from Lemma 1 and (3.7) that 
TrJ@ + t)x = T,(t) T&x G II x IL T,(t) T&w 
< 11 x IL Wt)(@,) = il x ilm +I QI 
for all t > 0 and x E 9+“. This establishes the proposition. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that Reh < 0 for all h E o(A - A@). Then the 
trivial solution to (3.4) is asymptotically stable for tJze norm jj - jirn on Z..w. 
This corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 5 since z+(t) -j 19 as 
tea for all ~ER+~~ whenever Re;l < 0 for all h E o(A -A$). Our final 
result of this section considers a simple inhomogeneous perturbation of (3.4). 
Suppose that ZJ E 9+” and consider the inhomogeneous system 
z’(t) = D&(t) + Gx(t) + 4, for t > 0, z(0) = x E Z+“, (3.9) 
where G is defined by (3.3). We have the following simple result. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose tlzat 4 E L?+” and Reh < 0 for all h E U(A), TJzen 
thae is a unique 4 E D(A) sucJz that 4 E 2+” and DA4 + G+ + # = 0. Moreover, 
ifx E LL?+~ and z is tlze sohtion to (3.9) then II z(t) - q5 jjrn -+ 0 as t --+ a3. 
Indication of Proof. Since D ~9+ and A is quasimonotone, Reh < 0 for all 
h E c((A - h,B). It is easy to check from Corollary 2 that if such a 4 exists, it is 
unique and is asymptotically stable. We have from (i) in Lemma 5 that there is a 
.$ > 0 such that A[ Q 0, so if the number p > 0 is sufficiently large, we have 
that A(pf) + #(x) < 0 for all zc E 9. Hence if &x) E p[ for all x E Sz, it follows 
that 
PA&4 + P%%) + +W = 4~0 + $(4 < 0 
and the existence of + is a consequence of Proposition 2 (with F replaced by 
G 3 $1. 
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4. STRICT INEQUALITIES FOR SOLUTIONS 
In this section we establish results involving strict inequalities for solutions 
to the semilinear system (1.3). W e continue to use the notations and basic 
assumptions of the previous sections. In particular, it is assumed that f satisfies 
(fl)-(f3). For these results we first establish a crucial lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose tkat E E R,“” and there is a real, quasimonotone m X m 
matrtk d = (ajj);” such tkat 
I7j I-“d(f(5 + 7) -f(t) - AT; R,“) -+O as / 9 / 30, q E R+“. 
Then for each E > 0 there is a S(E) > 0 and a real, quasimonotone m x m matrix 
AE = (aij)F such that 
f(S + 31) -f(E) 3 A%, for all 71 E R,” with 1 7) 1 < S(E) 
and IAq-&I .<~i~/for aNyERr”. Moreover, .& can be chosen so that 
azj > 0 o&y in the case aij > 0 whenezrer i, j E (l,..., m> ,witk i + j. 
Remark 4.1. The final assertion that azi > 0 if and only if aii > 0 for 
i + j is crucial. This implies that a coordinate subspace Vz of R” is invariant 
for i;z; if and only if Vz is invariant for A. In particular, AC is irreducible onl;: 
in case A is irreducible. 
ProoJf of Lemma 9. Let E > 0 and choose y = y(c) > 0 such that if B = 
(!Q);” and i bi, - aij I < y for all i, j, then j BT - A7 / < E / 7 1 for all 17 E R”l. 
i\ssume also that y < min{aij : aij > 0 and i f j], and for each i, j define 
a& = ail - y if either i = j or aij > 0, and a$ = 0 if i # j and aij = 0. Clearly 
1 A’?j - A? I < E j 7 1 and if i + j, then a:j > 0 only in the case aij > 0. Now 
select 6 = 6(c) > 0 such that if 7 >, 8 and 117 j < 8, then 
foralliE{l? . . . . m}.NowletiE(l,..., 117.)andsetr=Cj:j-i:iandaij >O)~[ij. 
If?ER,niwith/v\ <Sand~j-Oforj$~,then 
fii,(t + 17) - fi(E) - f af;rlj 
j=l 
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Now suppose 17 E R,” with 17 1 < 6 and define 7’ E R,” by 7; = 7 j if j E r and 
7.; = 0 ifj # l7 Then E + 7 3 & + 7’ and fi + yi = & + 7; , so it follows from 
(f3) thatfi(E + q) >ff(t + v’). Since Cj a;iyj = Cj aijyi as well, we have that 
for all v ER+~~ with j 77 / < S and each i~{l,..., WZ>. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that there is a real, quasinwnotone m x m matrix 
A = (aij)y such that 
I rl 1-l d(f(rl) - 2%; R+“‘) - 0 as I q I - 0, 7 E R+m. 
Suppose also that x = (xi);” E L?+“, r = (i: xi is not identically X~TO} is nonempty, 
and that rCZC{l,..., m} is such that ETz is the minimum coordinate subspace of 
R” that contains fi> and is invariant for A. lf (u,(t, . ));” = Uo(t)x for all t E [0, 
uD,.J, th.en u,(t, x) > 0 for all (t, x) E (0, Go,,) x .Q and i E 2, Itz particular, ;f A 
is irreducible, then [ U,(t)x](x) > efor all x E LX+*, x f 0, and (t, x) E [0, og,J x -Q. 
Proof. Let E > 0 and let 6(c) and AE be as in Lemma 9 (with E = 0). Also 
let t E [0, (T~,~ ) and choose p E (0, l] sufficiently small so that /I Uo(s)(p& < 
&(E) for all s E [0, t]. If U(S, . ) = Uo(s)(px) for s E [0, t], then j U(S, x)! < S(E) 
and f(u(s, x)) > AG(zl(s, x)) for all (s, x) E [0, t] x 52. Therefore, 
i3/Lh(s, x) = DAu(s, x) + f(u(s, x)) > DAu(s, x) + ku(s, 3) 
and it follows from Lemma 3 (with f replaced by &) that u(s, x) > V(S, x) 
for all (s, x) E [0, t] x Q, where n = (zi?:)y is the solution to (3.8) (with aij and 
xi replaced by aii and pxi , respectively). From Proposition 4 (see also Remark 4.1) 
we have that ur(t, x) > vi(t, x) > 0 for all x E B and i E Z. Since px < x, we 
have UD(t)x 3 UD(t)(px) > v(t, . ) and the assertions of this proposition are 
seen to be true. 
Our final result of this section establishes strict inequalities between any two 
comparable solutions to (1.3). Th e assumptions include condition (C4) in 
Section 2 (see also Remark 2.1) and the proof uses a technique similar to that of 
the preceding result. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that j& each R > 0 there is a quasimonotone and 
irreducible m x m matrix C, such thatf([) -f(T) 3 C,(( - 7) for all E > r > 0 
with[>q>BandI[I, j?I~R.If~,x~~+“.with*~xa?zd*fx,then 
[ U,(t)#i(x) > [ U,(t)xl(x) for all t E (0, oD.J and x E Q. 
Indication of Proof. Define v(t, x) = [U,(t)+](x) and u(t, x) = [U,(t)x](x) 
for all (t, x) E [0, Us,,) x Q, let t, E (0, oo,.J, and select R > 0 such that 
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I z.(t, x)1, 1 u(t, x)1 < R for all (t, x) E [O, t,] X K?. If m(t, X) = Zt(t, X) - s(t, Sj, 
then 
~ptzu(t, x) .= [DAw(t, . )](x) +fcn(t, x)j -f(u(“, A”)) 
> [DAw(t, . )](x) $- C,zu(t, x) 
for all (t, x) E (0, t,] x Q. From Lemma 3 (with f replaced by C,) we have 
that m(t, xj ‘3 z(t, x), where z satisfies 
ajaqt, 3) = [DA+, .)I@) + C&t, x), 
z(0, x) = u(0, Lx) - a(0, x), z(t,y) = 0, 
t > O,rEQ,yEm 
Since C, is irreducible, we have from Corollary 1 in Section 3 that X(Z, x) > 8 
for all t > 0, x E -Q, and the assertion of this proposition follows. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we give the proofs of the theorems stated in Section 2. We 
begin with the proof of Theorem 1, so let A = (uij)y be as in Theorem 1 and 
select E > 0 so that if -4, = (u,~ + E)? , then ReX < 0 for all h E g(.J,j. From 
(2.2) in the statement of Theorem 1 choose R > 0 so that if i E (I ,..., HZ), then 
From the definition of -4, one has thatf(e) < A,6 for all ,$ E R+“” with / f 1 >, X, 
and hence if the vector 5 > 8 is chosen so that A[) - A,5 < 5 for all E E R+” 
with 1 E 1 < R, we see that f(E) < ,4,[ + 5 for all 5 E R+‘“. If for each 6 E R,“” 
we let z, : [0, co) -+R+‘” satisfy 
x$(t) = AC&) -t 5, for all t > 0, z+(O) = f, 
then U,(t)x < x,(t) Vt > 0 whenever x E 9+” with x(x) < t for s E -0 (take 
[P(t)](r) z x~(tj for all (t, x) E [O, 00) :< Sz in Lemma 3). Since ReX < 0 for all 
A E o(&), it is immediate that there is a unique 6” E Rim such that A,,$* $- 5 -= 
0 and lim,-, zE(t) = 80 for all [ E R,m. Therefore, lim sup,,, 11 U,(t), iljg < 
] (“1 for all xE9’+w and DEg+, so if Y = / EQ 1, then I] + /lia <. v for all # E 
,55“+(D). From (i) of Lemma 5 there is an 7 > B such that ~4~7 < 0. Let p0 > 0 
be such that p,,~ >, v + R for each i E {l,..., mj and define 6p(x) = pi for al! 
x E Sz and p > p0 . Then @ > I$ for all 4 E 2”+(D). iklso, (b” E D(A*) with 
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so we have from Proposition 2 that there is a $+ E Z+(D) such that 11 uD(t) $0 - 
f$+ llco + 0 as t 3 co. Since 
d = u&)4 G U&)d”, for all t > 0, 4 E Z+(D), and P 2 PO? 
it is clear that $+ is the maximum member of B+(D). Moreover, if x E Z+“, 
there is a p > pa such that @ 2 x, and since UD(t)x < CID(t) 4p for’all t > 0, one 
may easily check that (2.3) in Theorem 1 is valid and the proof of Theorem I is 
complete. 
Now let the suppositions of Theorem 2 hold and let D ~9+(4-). Also, let 
E > 0 be such that if A, = (Q + c)F, then ReX < 0 for all h E u(& - h,D). 
Using techniques analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to check from 
(2.4) that there is an R > 0 such thatf(f) < A,( for all [ E R+m with / 5 / < R. 
If TD is as defined by (3.5) with A replaced by A, (see the definition of G in 
(3.3)), it follows from Corollary 3 following Proposition 5 in Section 3 that if 
0 < E’ < R, there is a S(c’) > 0 such that 
and 
II Tdt)x /loo < E’ 
F+% I! T&)x Ilm = 0, for all x E di+m with /I x jlm < a(~‘). 
Thus if x E Y+* with // x llco < a(~‘) th en, so long as // V,(t)x Iii0 < R, we have 
that 
1 U&)x = DAUd@)x + W&)x) 
d DAu,(t)x + Gi(U&)x) 
(where [G&j(x) = a,#(~) for all 4 E _Ep+” and x E Q). Thus, by Lemma 3 with 
F replaced by G, , we have that U,,(t)x < T,(t)x so long as /I Uo(t)x Iii0 < R. 
Since 11 T,(t)xjl, < E’ <R for all t > 0 and /I T,(t)x//, +O as t -+ CD, it is 
immediate that the assertions of Theorem 2 are valid and the proof is complete. 
Now let the suppositions of Theorem 3 be fulfilled and let D E g+(A+). Using 
Lemma 9 in Section 4, let E > 0, 6 > 0 and A’ = (ut);” be such that Reh > 0 
for some h E ~(-4~ - h,D) and 
From Lemma 5 in Section 3, let 5 E R +m be such that / f j == 1 and AE[ - h,Dt = 
&, where y = max{ReX: ;\ E (A - X,D)} > 0. Set r’ = {i: Ei > 01 and let 
FC{l,..., m) be such that if Vx is the smallest coordinate subspace of R”” 
such that IT, r) VT and V, is invariant for A, then 2‘1 I”. Now suppose that 
x = (xi);” E L?+” and x; is not identically zero for each i E r’. Set o! = 6 and 
suppose for contradiction that (T~,~ = 0~) and there is a to > 0 such that 
jl U,(t)x jjm < 6 for all t 3 to . By the continuity of U, there is a p E (0, l] 
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such that /I UD(t)(&/l, < 8 for all t E [0, t,], and since Uo(tj(px> < LrB(tjx 
for all t > 0, we have that 11 UD(t)(p& < 6 for all t > 0. In particular, 
fw~D(~xPxN4) z= ~‘w&kJXIiw~ for all (t, X) E [0, 03j X at 
and it follows from Lemma 3 (with f replaced by il’) that if To(t)(pxj is the 
solution to (3.4) with A replaced by A’ and x by px (see (3.3) and (3.5j), then 
U,(tj(pxj > To(t)(px) for all t > 0. But 11 T~(t)(~~)ll~ is unbounded for t 3 0 
by Corollary 2 following the proof of Proposition 4 in Section 3; and we contra- 
dict the fact that 11 Uo(t)(p& < 6 f or all t > 0. This contradiction establishes 
the validity of Theorem 3 (see also Remark 3. I following the proof of Corollary 2) 
Let the suppositions of Theorem 4 be satisfied. As indicated in the paragraph 
preceding Theorem 4 we know that $J+ + 0. Also, if + E s:(D), then 4 = 
Uo(t)+ for all t >, 0, and it is immediate from Proposition 7 in Section 4 that 
$(x) > 6 for all s E Q, and hence 9’:(D) = T:*(D). Before establishing the 
existence of a minimum member of 9:*(D) we first prove a lemma which wili 
also be used in the proof of Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 10. suppose that (Cl) a& (C2) hold, that il is irreducible, a?zd that 
(Dh-$ is a sequence in 9+(./l+) such that D, + D, as k --f CO. Then there is a 
compact subset X of Y+m and a number 6 > 0 such that Z~*(Dlc) C Y’ for a!E 
k 3 0 and /I # Jim > 6 for all $ E UF=‘=, Z$*(&). filoreover, if +” E S?$*(D3 for 
all k 3 1 and there is a 9 E d%;” such that I/ +” - $ /Ii0 + 0 as k -+ cq then 
+ E S’“T”(DO). 
Jndicntim of Proof. Define f”(t) = D$f(e) for all 5 E R+V1 and [Fk#](xj = 
f”(#~(x)) for all x E Q, + E 9++” and k > 0, and note that 4 E .5YT*(Dk) only & 
the case $ E D(A), # f 0, and A$ + F& = 6. Hence $ = (A)-IF&. Since 
/j 4 Ilrn < v (see Theorem 1) there is a number ,8 > 0 such that I/ Fk ji,, < p for 
all k > 1 and 4 E Z?‘$*(D& The compactness of (A>-l is now easily seen to 
imply that there is a compact subset Z? of Z+ such that SY~*(Ds) C 3’” for all 
k 3 0. Since F& +F,,# uniformly for II, in each bounded subset of 5?+* and 
(Fk : k >, 0} is an equicontinuous family on each bounded subset of 9+m, it is 
easy to check that if $k = (A)-lF,y and dk + + in Y+~, then 4 = (A)-lF,,$ (and 
hence 4 E S’+(DD)). The final assertion will follow once we show that there is a 
number 8 > 0 such that Ij $ Ijm > 6 for all 4 E Uz+, 3z*(Dr). From Lemma 9 
in Section 4 there is an 6’ > 0 and an wz x m matrix AE that is quasimonotone 
and irreducible such that Reh, > 0 for some h, E a(.& - h,D,j and f(t) 3 -4’2 
for all f E R;“” with j 6 / < 6’. Since D, -+ D, , there is a K > 2 such that 
Reh, > 0 for some X, E ~(a~ - X,D,) whenever k > K. Suppose, for contra- 
diction, that there is a k > K and a + E S?~*(DJ such that /I $ llno < 6’. Then 
f(+(.y)j > .&#(x) for all x E Q and hence 
0 = DkA+ + F$ 2 D,A$ + &+. 
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From Lemma 3 (with P(t) = 4, D replaced by D, , and f replaced by &) we 
have that TDl;(t)$ < 4 for all t >, 0, where TDk is defined by (3.5) with D replaced 
by D, and A by AE. Since 4 # 0 we have from Corollary 2 (see Remark 3.1) that 
i/ To,(t)+ I/m -+ 00 as t -•f co. Since this is impossible, we conclude that 1) 4 Jcc > 
6’ for all + E U,“; zK Z’~*(D,). Ch 
+ E UC; .%jY(D~) 
oosing 6 E (0, S’J so that i] (b JJm > S whenever 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4, let D E.~+(A+) and using (C2) and 
Lemma 9 (with 5 = 8) let AC be a quasimonotone, irreducible m x m matrix 
such that Reh > 0 for some h E a(As - h,D) andf(E) 3 A’f for all 6 ER+” with 
1 6 ! < 6. Using Lemma 5, let 7 3 0 be such that Ag - h,D7 > 0. ho, for 
each x E g+m let T,(t)x be the solution to (3.4) with A replaced by AC (see (3.3) 
and (3.5)). From the proof of Proposition 4 in Section 3, one sees that if x E p+“, 
x + 0, and y is a positive number, there exists a number /3(r, x) > 0 such that 
T&h 3 B(x X) $4 , and hence 
T& t- r>x 2 T,At)[P(y, xlVU for all t 2 0. (5.1) 
Also, since f(t) > A’5 whenever 5‘ E R-.“’ and I 6 / < 6, we see from Lemma 2 
that if x E g+” and there is a number 01 > 0 such that Ij U,(t)x ]iDo < 6 for all 
t E [0, 011, then 
U,(t)x >, T,(t)X, for all t E [O, a]. (5.2) 
Now let {+}F be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that lim,,, Ed = 
0 and !) ckqQ1 Ilo: :< 6 for all h 3 1. Then 
for all x E Sz and k > 1. Thus, by Proposition 1, for each K 3 1 the function 
f - UDW(~k7@1) is increasing on [0, 00) and Ym - lim,., U,(t)(c,@,) = @, 
where d,” E Z:*(D). Since ck7+& > E k+l@i, , it is immediate that dk >- $++I, 
and it follows from Lemma 10 that there is a r~%- <:ZY~*(D) such that 4.m < $” 
and 1; 4” -+-Jim + 0 as K-+ cx). Now suppose that x E g+” and x f 8. We 
show that &,( UD(t),y; [+n-, m)) -F 0 as t -* co, where [4-, cc) = {r$ E s+.“: $ 3 
+--}. Note that the remaining assertions of Theorem 4 follow from this fact. For 
since &,( U,(t)x; [8, #J+]) -+ 0 as t --+ co by Theorem 1, it is immediate that 
d,(UD(t)X; [+-, ++I) -+ 0 as t + 03, and if 4 E Z:.*(D), then Un(t)J = $ and 
hence d,(+; [Q, co)) = 0, so that 4 3 d- and $- is the minimum member of 
Z:*(D). Choose p E (0, l] such that i] px &, < &S and let y > 0 be such that 
(1 U,(t)(pX);\e < 6 for all t E [O, ~1. If h is sufficiently large so that C~ < /3(r, x), 
then we have from (5.2) and (5.1) that 
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and hence zin(t + r)(px) 3 Un(t)(~&) for all t > 0. Since On(t)(Ekq@r) - @ 
on t + oo and $” > +-, it is immediate d,( UD(t)(px); [4-, CC>) --)r 0 as t + CO, 
and since px < x we have that Un(t)x 3 Un(t)(px) for all t 3 0, and hence 
d,( Un(t)x; [#F, 03)) -+ 0 as t --f IX. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5 is a rather direct consequence of Lemma 10. Suppose, for contra- 
diction, that D, E 9+(/l+) for k > 0 that D, -+ D,, on k + co, and that there is a 
number 01> 0 and a 6” E CiYT(D,) such that cE,($“; ST”(D,,)) 3 0: for a!f 
k > I. By selecting a subsequence of (C”}: and relabeling, we may assume that 
(bk -+ 4 as k - co, where 4 E 9+m. But 4 E SYT*(D,) by Lemma 10 and hence 
d&b”; L!E$*(D,,)) < /I $” - #I I/ -+ 0 and we have a contradiction. This establishes 
Theorem 5. 
Now suppose that A is as in Theorem 6 and for each D E 9, and x f 9+” let 
t -+ T,(t)x be the solution to (3.4) (see (3.3) and (3.5)). Sincef(ej < A.$ for aii 
4 > 0, it follows that f(f) < Al f or aI1 E >, 6. In particular, a;;f, < G# for aii 
4 c 9+” and it follows that if ZI is a solution to (3.4), then 
v’(t) = DA$t) + Gv(t) > DAu(t) + I%(t), 
and from Lemma 3 we hare that 
for ali t > 0, 
U&)x d T&)x, for all t > 0, x E .Y+=, and DE9+. (5.3) 
Using Corollary 3 following Proposition 5 in Section 3, we see immediately from 
(5.3) that T+(D) = (01 f or all D Ed+. We now show that this is also the 
case when D Ed+. So let D E~+(.AO) and from (ii) of Lemma 5 (with 
-il replaced by --hlD + A) let 7 > 6 be such that -,\,Dr, + .& = @. If we 
define $1(x) = @r(x) for all x E Q, it is easy to check that DA(&) + G(&j = 6, 
and hence TD(tj(p&) = p&for all p > 0. If x E 9+* and x f 0, then [T&)x](x) > 
6 for all (t, x) E (0, 00) x Q by Colollary 1 in Section 3, and hence by Lemma 7 
in Section 3 it follows that if 6 > 0 and x is a nonzero member of s+m, then 
there exists 0 < p(S, x) < y(S, x) such that 
iv, x> $1 G Tdt + s>x d Y(& xl A 2 for all t > 0. (54j 
NOW suppose for contradiction that there is a nonzero member + of .9+(D). 
Since 4 = u,(t)+ for all t > 0 and A is irreducible, we have that 4 E Z:*(D) 
by Proposition 7 in Section 4. Define Y = (p > 0: p$r 2 $1. Then f is closed 
and (5.3) and (5.4) h s ow that r is nonempty. Thus let p0 = min{p: p E I’;” 
Clearly p. > 0. Also, G+ > 0. Also, G$ 3 F+ so 
Since b(s) > @ for x E S, -4$(x) >f(&c)) and we have that po$r + +. Therefore, 
by Proposition 2 (with F replaced by G) we have that TD(t)(p& - 4) is non- 
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increasing and converges to a critical point z+/J* of the system (3.4) as t--f oo. 
If/J = PU? /Jo+1 - 9) is as in (5.4), then @ > 0 and 
However, #* < po& - $ and we conclude that /3$, < p&i - 4. But this implies 
p0 - p E r and contradicts the fact that p0 is the minimum member of r. Thus 
Z+(D) = (01 for all D E 9+(A”). For the final assertion in Theorem 6, suppose 
that {Ok]? is a sequence in 9+(;1+) such that D, + Do , where Do E 3+(&‘). 
In order to establish that /j $& (Im -+ 0 it suffices to show that if 4 is any limit 
point of {$~,,}~ as k -+ co, then rj E Z+(Do) (and hence $ = 0). But this follows 
using the same techniques as in Lemma 10. For if [Fk$](x) = D~‘f(#(x)) for all 
k 3 0, + 6 -Y+“, and x E Q, then #& =: (A)-lF, $D, , and it follows easily that 
+ = (A)-rp& (and hence 4 E Z,.(Do)) vvhenever 4 is a limit point of {$$,>r . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
Finally, let the suppositions of Theorem 7 be satisfied. Note first that if 
t > 0, then f(t) -C +f(d) f or all 7 E (0, 1). Letting T-+ 0+ we see that 
f(E) ,( At for all E > 8. Hence if f > 8, we have from (C3) that 
and the suppositions of Theorem 6 are also satisfied. Using the preceding 
theorems one may check that each of the assertions of Theorem 7 are valid 
once it is established that .3$*(D) . is a one-point set for each D Ed+. 
So let D Ed+ and, from Theorem 4, suppose, for contradiction, that $- 
(the minimum member of B:*(D)) and $+ (the maximum member of T’p+**(D)) 
are distinct. Let 7 = (Q)? be the member of R+“” defined by Q = 1 for all 
i E (I,..., nz>. Since A is irreducible, since (5.3) holds, and since $- = uo(t)#- 
and $+ = U,(t) ++ f or all t > 0, one may check that there are numbers p > 01 > 
0 such that 
0111@1 < d- < ++ < P@l (5.5) 
(see the proofs of Propositions 4 and 7). Set r = {p > 0: p$+ < $-> and note 
that I’ is nonempty by (5.5). Since r is also closed and bounded, let p. = 
max(p: p E r}. Clearly 0 < p. ,( 1. If p. = 1, then po$+ f $-, and if p. < 1, 
then, using (C3) and the fact that $+(x) > 0 for all E E Q, [DAp,++](x) + 
f(po++(x)) > po([DA+f](.x) +f($+(x))} = 0, and we also have that po$+ + @. 
If R > 0 is such that 1 C+(x)1 < R f or all x E Q and C, is as in (C4), we have 
fWW) - fbod’(4) 2 C&-(4 - Po~+w, for all x E 9. 
Thus, suppressing the variable x E Sz and using (C3), 
DAM- - po$+> + CR(#- - PO++> G DA+- + f(6) - POD%+ - f(poC+) 
< -voDA++ - po.f(++) = 0. 
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If T, is the solution to (3.4) with A replaced by C, (see (3.3) and (3.5)) then 
we have from Proposition 2 (withf replaced by C,) that 
for all f > 0. 
Since +- - P,&+ > I!? (but not equal 0) and C, is irreducible, we see from the 
proof of Proposition 4 that there is a y > 0 such that T,(l)(+- - p&i) >, m@, ) 
and hence $- - p&+ > y+Dr . Thus, p&J; S. $-- - yr& and if E > 0 is such 
that e/3 < y, it follows from (5.5) that 
which implies p0 + E E r. This is impossible since ,a0 is the maximum member of 
r and we have a contradiction. Thus $- = ++ and the proof of Theorem 7 is 
complete. 
6. EI~AMPLES 
In this section we give a few examples that illustrate some situations where the 
results and techniques of this paper may be applied. First we consider the simplest 
situation when rp1 = 1 and 52 = [0, ] n in order to indicate the necessity of 
several of our suppositions. One should note that the quasimonotone condition 
(f3) is automatically fulfilled when wz = 1, so we suppose that f: [O, co) --)1 R 
satisfies (fl) and (f2) an consider the semilinear parabolic equation d 
ut = du,, +f(u>l 
go, x) = x(x), u(t, 0) = u(t, 3-r) = 0, (6 LZ) E (0, m> x (0, ;‘r), (6.1) 
where d > 0 and x: [0, r]+ [0, co) is measurable and essentiallv bounded. 
Observe that A, = 1 and @r(s) = sin(x) for all x E [0, ZT] in this case. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. If f(0) = 0 and f(e) = -f In(e) for E > 0, then f satisfies 
(fl)-(f3). Since f’(t) -+ --co as .$ -+ + co, it is clear that the suppositions of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied; so (6.1) has a maximum equilibrium solution (bd+ for 
each d > 0. Since f:(O) = co, we see that if for each d > 0 we define A.$ = 
(d -j- l).$ for all .$ E R, then (C3) . 1s satisfied and that d E g,(A+). Hence (b8+ > 0 
on (0, r) by Theorem 4, so (6.1) has a nontrivial equilibrium solution for all 
d > 0. 
EXANIPLE 6.2. Iff([) = [for 0 < E < 1 andf([) = 2 - [for 5 > 1. thenf 
satisfies (f l)-(f3). Moreover, (Cl) holds (with Bf = -f for E E R) and A = J;(O) 
exists (and ,4[ = 8 for E E R). One may easily check that each of the supposi-. 
tions of Theorem 6 are satisfied except that instead of.f([) < A[ for 5 E (0, co) 
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we have only that f(l) < 48 for 5 E (0, co). Moreover, 97+(,40) == {I) in this 
case. However, if $,,(x) = y sin(x) for all x E [0, ~1 and y E (0, I], then 4, is an 
equilibrium solution to (6.1) when d = 1 (i.e., (4, : y E (0, I]> C Z:*(l)). Thus 
the conclusions of Theorem 6 are not valid in this case. 
The simple example of an m.-component monomolecular chemical reaction 
gives a basic illustration of some of the techniques for linear systems developed in 
Section 3. For each i, j E {l,..., WZ} with i + j, let aij > 0 be the rate constant 
for the reaction converting thejth chemical into the ith chemical. If ui(t) denotes 
the concentration of the ith chemical at time t > 0, then (ui)y is governed by the 
linear system 
1,1 
u;(tj = C u,,u~(~), q(O) -= E, 3 0, i=l )...) m, (64 j=l 
where aii = -xjil aij for each i = l,..., ?rz. Set 9 = (Q)? (note that A is 
quasimonotone) and denote by 9 the class of all nonempty subsets rof Cl,..., m} 
such that Rm is the minimum coordinate subspace of R” that contains Vr. and is 
invariant for -4 (note that Y is all nonempty subsets of {l,..., m> if A is irredu- 
cible). From Lemma 8 in Section 3 it follows that the solution (zQ)~ to (6.2) 
satisfies ui(t) > 0 for all i E {l,..., m)andt>Oifandor~lyif~~>Ofori~r 
where r E 9: that is, the reactions will produce a positive amount of all of the 
chemicals only in case the initial concentrations satisfy fi > 0 for i E r where 
I’E Y. Now let D be a smooth bounded domain in R” and consider Eq. (6.2) 
with diffusion: 
Vi(O, x) = x&q, a(& y) = 0, 
for t > 0, x E Q, JJ E 82, and i = l,..., ~1, 
where D = diag(d,,..., d,,) E R, and x = (xi)? E 9+“. According to Proposition 
4 in Section 3, the solution v = (;uJy will satisfy ~~(t, X) > 0 for all (t, X) E 
(0, co) x D and i = l,..., wz only in case there is a r~ 9 such that xi is not 
identically zero for each i E r. Since the sum of each column of the matrix A is 
zero, it is easy to check that 0 E a(A) and Reh < 0 for all X E a(4). Hence, for 
each D EBB’, we have that ReX < 0 for all h E o(A - AID); so )I a(t, . )jjm + 0 
as t + cc for each solution v = (a,>;” to (6.3) ( see Corollary 3 following Proposi- 
tion 5 in Section 3). Since the system (6.3) is the restriction to Y+” of a linear 
system, it is easy to see that solutions to (6.3) converge to the trivial solution for 
all x E 9=. This phenomenon depends essentially on the fact that A is quasi- 
monotone. If the matrix A is not quasimonotone, then the (asymptotic) stability 
to the linear system (6.2) does not imply the stability of (6.3) for all D ES?+ as 
can be seen by the following simple example: 
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EXAMPLE 6.3. Suppose that !2 is a smooth bounded region in R” and 
A = [If; 4. 
Consider the system 
r 
g z,(t, E) = dl hl(t, x) - 4c,(t, x) + 4u,(t, xj, 
(6.4) 
2 ?I&, r) = dg Lb&, x) - 4,u,(t, x) + 3a,(t, x). 
q(O, xj = x1@); a3(t, 32) = x&j; .al(t, y) = v&, y) = 0 
for (t, xj E (0, 03) x Q andy E 82, where dl , d2 > 0. Now let A, and @I be as in 
(2.1) and set dI = 5/X, and ds = l/X,. Note that o(A) = (Q(-1 + (lS)%j) but 
that c@ - A$) = (&(-7 + (57)rp)}, where D = diag(5/h, , l,/hd. Hence there 
is a solution a = (CY r , CXJ to the equation 01’ = Aa - X,DCX such that j a(t>! ---f CD 
as t -+ CO. Setting xl(x) = ~$0) @r(x) and x4(x) z ~~(0) @r(x) for all x E 4, 
we see that the solution z, = (or , vzj to (6.4) is given by u~(P, x) 3 al(t) @r(aej 
an.d n2(t, N) = e+(t) Q1(x) f or all (t, x) E [0, co) x Q. Thus I\ $t, - );im + co as 
t -+ cc) and the stability of the matrix A does not imply the stability of the 
corresponding parabolic system for all D E 23, . 
A mathematical model arising from a cellular control process with positive 
feedback (see Griffith [5]) g ives an ideal illustration of the implications of 
Theorem 7. Suppose that 01, /3, and y are positive numbers and consider t*he 
following system of three ordinary differential e-quations: 
a;(t) = -cq(t) + [l $- za(t)]-lza(t), %(O> = f, > 0, 
z;(t) = +3x,(t) + q(t), z,(O) = E, > 0, (6.5) 
Z;(t) = -p&) -i- x,(t), z3(0) I= 5, > 0, 
where t > 0. Suppose that f = (fix: R+3 + R3 generates the right-hand 
side of Eq. (6.5): 
fl(C> = -es+ (1 + 53y53 ; j-2(4) = 4% + t-1 ; h(E) = -Y%3 +ca 
for all I: = (.$$ E R+a. Observe that the Jacobian matrixf’(6) is given by 
i 
--a 0 (I + &)-8 
J’(t) = 1 -P 0 > for all [ = (fijF E R,P. 
0 1 -Y I 
In [5] a study is made of the asymptotic behavior of solutions to (6.5) relative 
to the coeffkients 01, ,%, and y. Here we consider 01: /3, and y as “fixed” and 
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introduce secondary parameters by allowing diffusion. So let Sz be a smooth, 
bounded domain in R” and let )\I and CD, be as in (2.1). For each D ~g+ (with 
m = 3) we consider the system of three ordinary differential equations 
z’(t) = -VW> +f(@)), z(O)=EER+~, t>O (6-f-5) 
(note that (6.6) is the same equation as (6.5) with 01, /3, and y replaced by 
01 + &d, , /3 + X,d, , and y + &da, respectively) and the semilinear parabolic 
system 
for t > 0, x E Q, y E 8Q. (6.7) 
The following proposition may be deduced from the results in [5] 
PR~~~~ITION 9. Suppose that the notations and assumptiorzs of the preceding 
paragraph are fulfilled. 
(i) If (CX $- h,d,)(/3 + h,d,)(y + h,d,) 3 1, then tAe trivial solution is the 
o&y equilibrium sobtion to the ordinary dzflerential equation (6.6), and the solution 
to (6.6) for each initial value & E R+3 converges to 0 as t --j. co. 
(ii) If (LX + h,d,)@ + h,d2)(y + hld3) < 1, then the ordinary dzxerential 
equation (6.6) has a unique nontrivial equilibriunz solution 7 ER+~. Blso, r] > 0 
andfor each nonzao 8 ER,~, the solution to (6.6) converges to 7 as t --f 03. 
It is perhaps surprising that Theorem 7 implies that precisely the same result 
holds for the parabolic system (6.7). 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose that the notations arzd assumptions in the paragraph 
preceding Proposition 9 are fzdjlled. 
(i) If (LX $ h,d&3 + h1d2)(y + X,d,) 3 1, the% the trivial solutiorz is the 
only equilibrium solution fo the parabolic system (6.7), and the solution to (6.7) for 
each initial value x E L?!+” convmges to 0 (ifz tJze norm )I . ]lm) as t -+ cc. 
(ii) If (a + X,d&I + hl$)(y + X,d,) < 1, then tJze parabok system (6.7) 
has a unique nontrivial equilibrium solution 4 c 2?+“. Also, 4(x) > 6’for all x E S2 
and for each nonzero x E LZ?+” the solution to (6.7) converges to 4 (in the norm 
I/ . IIs) as t + ~0. 
Proof. Clearly f satisfies (fl) and (f2) and since f’(f) is quasimonotone for 
all 6 E R+3, it is easy to see that (f3) is also satisfied. If c@y > 1, then the trivial 
solution to (6.5) is globally asymptotically stable and it follows easily from the 
proof of Proposition 3 that the trivial solution to (6.7) is also globally asymptoti- 
cally stable. So we suppose that c& < 1 and set A = f’(0). If p E R, then 
det(A - X,D - ~1) = (-a - M - ,4(-P - Vz - /4(-y - &4 - EC) + 1, 
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and hence if p = max-fReh: X E o(A - A$)), then /.L E (r(A - h,D) (see Lemma 5 
in Section 3) and we have that 
Using the notations in the paragraph preceding Theorem 7 it is immediate that 
D E 2?+(A0) u .G@+(A-), if and only if (0~ + Aid,)@ + Aid.& + A&,) > 1. 
Hence this proposition will follow immediately once it is shown that the sup- 
positions of Theorem 7 are fulfilled. Since @y < 1, we have that ReX > 0 
for some h E D(A), and if 
it is clear that (Cl) is satisfied. Moreover, if f > 6 and T 6 (0, l), then & > 0 and 
and one sees that (C3) is satisfied. Sincef’([) is irreducible andf’(E) <r(y) for 
all [ > 77 3 8, it is also the case that (C4) is satisfied (see Remark 2.1 following 
Theorem 7). Thus each of the suppositions of Theorem 7 are satisfied and the 
proof of this proposition is complete. 
Remark 6.1. In [5] the nonlinear term (1 + Q-t& in the definition of f1 is 
also replaced by the more general term (1 + 6y)-1[s3v, where Y > 1. While f is 
still quasimonotone when Y > 1 (and hence some of our results apply in this 
case-e.g., Theorem 1) the suppositions of Theorem 7 are not satisfied. In fact, 
the ordinary differential (6.6) may h ave more than one nontrivial critical point 
point for certain values of the parameters. However, since ReX < 0 for all 
h E ~(f’(@)) when v > 1, we have that the trivial solution to (6.7) is always 
(locally) asymptotically stable by Theorem 2. A rather complete description of 
the behavior of the solutions to the ordinary differential equation 6.5 (when 
v > 1) can be found in Selgrade’s paper [14]. The case of negative feedback is 
treated by Griffith in [4]. Here the nonlinear term infr is replaced by (1 + &“)-r, 
and so f is not quasimonotone in this case (and hence our techniques do not 
apply). The reader should also see the paper [15] by Tyson. 
Remark 6.2. A perusal of the proof shows that Proposition 10 remains valid 
for more general functions f: IX+‘” -+ IV (m > 2). Gne should assume that 
f = (f$)y has the following form: 
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where 01~ > 0 and hi : [O, co) -+R is continuously differentiable and satisfies 
the following: (a) &i(O) = 0 and h:(O) = 1 for i = I,..., m; (b) h.:(r) > 0 for 
Y > 0 and 1~; is nonincreasing on [0, “o); and (c) 12: is strictly decreasing on 
[0, co) and lim,,, Iz~(Y) = 0. Conclusions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 10 remain 
valid with the inequality in (i) replaced by 
and the inequality in (ii) replaced by 
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